
PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS



TAKE YOUR 
WORKSPACE 
TO THE 
NEXT LEVEL.
ELGATO IS A GLOBAL LEADER IN AUDIO VISUAL 
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE RAPIDLY EVOLVING WORKSPACE.

Quality and ease of use are the cornerstones of our design philosophy. 

From video and sound to lighting, mounting, and beyond, our products 
streamline workflows and bring people together. Powered by decades 
of expertise in hardware and software design, we build intelligent 
solutions for professionals in business, education, healthcare, 
hospitality, entertainment, and countless other sectors.

Elgato was founded in 1999. In 2018, Corsair acquired the brand 
and its employees. Based in Germany and California, the company 
distributes products in over seventy five countries around the world.



Connect a wealth of devices to your Mac or PC 
with the CORSAIR TBT100 Thunderbolt™ 3 
Dock, boasting up to 40Gbps bandwidth while 
efficiently charging your laptop with smart 
charging technology.

With Cam Link 4K, turn your DSLR, action cam 
or camcorder into a high-quality webcam, and 
look your sharpest in video calls.

Ultra-bright, dimmable, and easy to adjust 
via the Control Center App - Key Light Air 
makes your workspace and camera feed 
shine.

TAILOR YOUR  
WORKSPACE 

TO YOUR 
NEEDS

Launch websites, control apps, 
orchestrate teleconferences like a 
boss, and much more. Stream Deck 
lets you easily customize unlimited 
shortcuts, and put them directly at 
your fingertips.

You need a broadcast-grade microphone 
that plugs directly into your setup, and a 
mixer to blend audio sources with ease. 
Meet Wave:3 - your complete audio 
solution.



USB CAMERA CONNECTOR 
Turn a DSLR, camcorder or 
action cam into a webcam

BEST CAMERA QUALITY 
Leagues ahead of any webcam

MORE CONTROL
Zoom in/out, wide-angle, soft-blur background 

 
PLUG & PLAY

Automatically detected in 
popular video conferencing apps

HIGH QUALITY  
VIDEO 
CONFERENCING

AND MANY MORE...



Video conferencing and virtual education are more prominent and 
professional than ever. However, there‘s a problem — popular apps like 
Zoom, Slack, and Teams only allow one camera input. The solution?  
Use Multiview to combine two, three, or four HDMI inputs into a  
single video output.

Internal PCIe Card:   
Four HDMI Inputs

Multicam Capture:  
DSLRs, action cams, laptops, etc 

Stunning Quality:  
Stream or record in 1080p60 
Full HD or 4K30 
 
Live Production:
Independent source control in OBS, 
vMix, etc

Video Conferencing: 
Add four cameras to Zoom, 
Microsoft Teams, etc

Stream Deck Integration:
Tap to switch cameras and  
Multiview modes

Picture in Picture Side by Side Triple Quad

MULTIVIEW



Elgato Prime Lens  
f/2.4 24 mm* all-glass studio quality optics. 

Sony® STARVIS™ CMOS Sensor  
Optimized for indoor use. 

True Full HD  
stunning 1080p resolution at a fluid 60 fps. 

Up to 82 degree field of view 
Frame your face or reveal your surroundings.

Optimized Fixed Focus  
Move freely and always stay in focus.

Camera Hub App  
Set FOV, brightness, exposure, and more.

Flash Memory 
Save video settings directly to the camera.

THE ULTIMATE  
WEBCAM



PREMIUM  
MICROPHONE 
AND DIGITAL 
MIXING 
SOLUTION

• Low Profile Mic Arm
• Streamlined and Fully Adjustable
• All-Metal Construction, Hidden Cable Channels

IMPECCABLE CLARITY AND 
BROADCAST-QUALITY SOUND

Onboard control dial 
for mic sensitivity, headphone volume, 
and microphone/computer mix balance 

Capacitive touch sensor 
mutes the microphone without producing 

mechanical sound while the LED ring 
turns red for absolute peace of mind



DIGITAL MIXING SOLUTION

Mix up to 9 audio inputs
Add speech recordings from VLC media player, 

music on Spotify, and audio from any other  
applications to conference calls

Create two independent audio mixes 
– one that only you can hear and another  

for meeting participants



ADJUSTABLE LIGHT SETTINGS
Ultra-bright, fully dimmable, warm to cold white

EDGE-LIT WITH MULTI-LAYER DIFFUSION
Indirect, flicker-free, even illumination 

guarantees comfort during long conference calls

INTUITIVE CONTROL
Adjust settings via the onboard buttons 

or the app on desktop or phone

PROFESSIONAL  
LIGHTING



RING LIGHT KEY LIGHT AIR KEY LIGHT



VIRTUAL LIGHTING HUB
 

Precise color temperature and 
brightness adjustment of all Elgato lights

Save and recall light settings for 
different times of the day

Control using PC, Mac, iOS, 
Android or Elgato Stream Deck 



YOUR WORKFLOW CENTERPIECE 
 
Launch websites, clips, presentations, spreadsheets, etc.
Mute your mic or end the call
Post precomposed comments
Paste graphics and text
Change video call views (e.g. from camera to worksheet)
Trigger pre-defined transitions, breaks, countdowns etc.
Control all Elgato Lights, Wave:1, Wave:3 and Cam Link Pro

...AND MUCH MORE

ENDLESS 
CAPABILITY 

AT YOUR 
FINGERTIPS



Seamless Integration with

AND OVER 100 MORE INTEGRATIONS

SOFTWARE

CONTROL CENTER



MODULAR 
RIGGING 
SYSTEM

Multi Mount lets you position your 
camera, light or phone at any angle, 
while keeping your workspace tidy 
and your workflow optimal.



Wave Panels transform any space into a 
professional acoustic environment. Two foam 
layers of varying densities reduce both room 
echo and reverberation. A hexagonal profile 

means Wave Panels can be configured to suit 
any space while proprietary EasyClick Frames 

make installation a breeze. 

ACOUSTIC 
TREATMENT 

FOAM



CORSAIR TBT100 
THUNDERBOLT 3 DOCK
CORSAIR TBT100 Thunderbolt 3 Dock connects a wealth 
of devices to your Mac or PC, boasting up to 40Gbps band-
width while efficiently charging your laptop with smart charg-
ing technology. Use USB, HDMI, UHS-II SD Card, 3.5mm audio 
and more. It looks great and easily fits into any setup. 
Supports dual monitors. Compatible with all Elgato products. 

ALL YOUR 
DEVICES, 
JUST A 
CABLE AWAY



AUDIO SOLUTIONS

BACKGROUND AND RIGGING SOLUTIONS

Wave:1 is your gateway to microphone and 
digital mixing mastery, fusing plug and play 
convenience with broadcast-grade circuitry. 
Turn the control dial to adjust monitor volume or 
press it to mute your mic feed. And combine all 
your audio sources, plus create two independ-
ent mixes with the Wave Link app.

Green Screen a portable and collapsible chro-
ma key panel optimized for background removal. 
The auto-locking frame, wrinkle-resistant fabric 
and aluminum hard case, ensure an ultra-quick 
setup and teardown.

Multi Mount is a modular rigging  is a modular rigging 
system forged from metal. It lets system forged from metal. It lets 
you mix components (sold separateyou mix components (sold separate-
ly) to match your workflow. Lights, ly) to match your workflow. Lights, 
cameras, phones and more – prop cameras, phones and more – prop 
your gear at any distance or angle.your gear at any distance or angle.

Wave:3 is a premium microphone and digital 
mixing solution that fuses plug and play conven-
ience with broadcast-grade circuitry. Silence 
your mic feed upon the lightest touch with the 
capacitive mute sensor.And combine all your 
audio sources, plus create two independent 
mixes with the Wave Link app.

Wave Panels with dual density 
foam construction, proprietary 
EasyClick Frames and a modular 
design, Wave Panels transform any 
space into a professional acoustic 
environment.

Wave Mic Arm LP
A studio-grade boom arm for your 
premium microphone, Wave Mic 
Arm LP sits below the shoulder line 
for an unobstructed view.

Green Screen MT 
a wall- or ceiling-mounted chroma key surface 
that requires zero floor space. With auto-locking 
and auto-rewinding technology, durable 
wrinkle-resistant fabric and robust metal casing.

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

VIDEO SOLUTIONS

THUNDERBOLT SOLUTIONSWORKFLOW CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Key Light Air Key Light Air 
a professional a professional 
Wi-Fi enabled LED Wi-Fi enabled LED 
panel with a small panel with a small 
footprint. Edge-lit footprint. Edge-lit 
architecture with architecture with 
multi-layer diffusion multi-layer diffusion 
technology ensures technology ensures 
soft illumination soft illumination 
that’s easy on your that’s easy on your 
eyes. The Control eyes. The Control 
Center app gives you Center app gives you 
ultimate flexibility. ultimate flexibility. 
You’ll want to use it You’ll want to use it 
for everything. 

Cam Link 4K use your DSLR, cam-
corder or action cam as a professional 
webcam on your PC or Mac. Stream or 
record in stunning 1080p60 quality or 
even 4K at 30 fps. And broadcast live 
via any platform in no time thanks to 
ultra-low latency technology.

Cam Link Pro Cam Link Pro a powerful video mixer engi-
neered for multicam production, Cam Link Pro neered for multicam production, Cam Link Pro 
equips you to capture four HDMI signals from equips you to capture four HDMI signals from 
cameras, computers, laptops, tablets and cameras, computers, laptops, tablets and 
more. Stream or record in 4K or 1080p60 Full more. Stream or record in 4K or 1080p60 Full 
HD, get independent source control in broadHD, get independent source control in broad-
cast software, and add four cameras to video 
conferencing apps with Elgato Multiview. 

EpocCam easily turn your phone into a high 
definition Mac or PC webcam. Perfect for 
business, online teaching, live streaming 
and more, EpocCam works seamlessly with 
popular video conferencing and broadcast 
software like Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and 
OBS Studio.

CORSAIR TBT100 connect a wealth of 
devices to your Mac or PC, boasting up to 
40Gbps bandwidth while efficiently charging 
your laptop with smart charging technology. 
Supports dual monitors.

Stream Deck takes software control to a whole new level, seamlessly integrating with 
your favorite tools and platforms. 6, 15 or 32 customizable LCD keys let you instantly trigger 
unlimited actions with a tap. So you can easily power through your workflow like never 
before.

Key Light 
ultra-bright and dim-
mable via the Control 
Center app. A silky-
smooth opal glass 
face guarantees 
balanced, glare-free 
diffusion. And a fully 
adjustable steel desk 
mount keeps your 
setup streamlined 
and flexible.

Ring Light designed 
to flatter the skin, 
eliminate shadows, 
and give your eyes 
that special sparkle 
without glare. Adjust 
light settings via 
the onboard buttons 
or app, and set the 
camera angle inde-
pendently thanks 
to the camera ball 
mount.

Facecam features a pro-grade lens 
with a cutting-edge image sensor. 
High-speed circuitry that outputs stunning 
uncompressed video. And onboard memory 
to recall image settings on all 
your computers.



Get in touch: elgato.com/business-solutions




